
 

Social Media Analysis Service for Marketing & PR 

Monitor: Who said what, when and from where, 

analyze main topics, hashtags and behavior on social 

media platforms including Facebook, Twitter and 

Instagram. 

Alerts: be the first to know, receive email alerts 

when specific search terms are mentioned, also receive a 

notification whenever a new post is published. Hashtags 

can sometimes erupt, and NABA360 is good at detecting 

viral hashtags and alerting you. 

Briefing Reports: Schedule delivery of 

briefing reports to the time that suits you, it will contain 

top relative news headlines, posts (with top negative 

comments), tweets with important indicators and 

trending hashtags. 

 



 

Why NABA360: We understand Arabic 

better than the competition, that’s because localized 

Arabic or dialects are used on social media, users do not 

obey grammar rules and do not use punctuation. 

So accurate our sentiment (tonality) AI based engine that 

it exceeds 90% in both Arabic and English, NABA360 will 

reveal the reasons for its decision and allow you to correct 

it. NABA360 recognizes Arabic, English, 3rabizi, Stickers 

and Emojis . Our competition simply cannot exceed 

75%. 

At the tweet/Post level, important indicators such as paid 

views, organic views, clicks, reactions, overall sentiment 

and engagement rate 

Other vital indicators are displayed by NABA360 such as 

follower growth, engagement rates, approval rates. 

 

Precious Time 

Organizations spend precious man-hours analyzing each 

and every post/tweet, we save you precious time by 



excluding unwanted data and extracting vital keywords 

with the option to export the data for further analysis. 

 
NABA360 utilizes Artificial Intelligence where it matters 

most, we focus on areas that require intensive human 



effort, thus you will find out that NABA360 has saved you 

over 75% of the human effort, now you can utilize these 

resources in more advanced work.  

One view says it all: Drag only what you want 

to see in the dynamic Dashboard displays Sentiment 

trend, overall satisfaction, new hashtags, major 

influencers, follower growth, top posts/tweets and 

analysis of influencers; for a given product / service or for 

the entire organization, for any period! 

 

Get Insights on Posts & Tweets: 
NABA360 will change the way you look at Facebook posts 

and Twitter Tweets! 

Analyze posts by Gender, Sentiment, resonating words, 

approval rate, top commentators and engagement rates. 

Use any combination of the above to get a better 

understanding of what’s going on! 



 

Competitive Analysis 

1. Compare up to 4 profiles (companies / brands / services / 

persons) side-by-side 

2. Compare Engagement Rate (ER), followers, reactions, 

interactions and approval rating at the profile level or at 

the tweet / post level 

3. Compare Account followers and page likes and view their 

progress over time 

4. Drill to details, analyze and identify hidden trends 

5. Flexible Periods 

 
6. generate Interactive reports in seconds, no paperwork. 



7. Interactive charts, change a) The period, b) Sorting order 

c) Image display (thumb, wide) d) Number of tweets / 

posts to display 

8. Analyze any Tweet or post and get insights 

9. Analyze sentiment history and follower historical data 

 

NABA360 helps you raise the bar 

• Enhance department efficiency & competitiveness 

• Get notified of new trends and #hashtags 

• Understand your competition 

• Uncover current trends 

• Manage reputation 

• Measure campaign effectiveness 

Win – Win  
• No Capital Investment 

• No hidden cost 

• Minimal risk, try it before you subscribe 

• Reasonably priced 

• Cloud service 

• On premise deployment is possible. 
 



Why NABA360 

 NABA360 BrandsEye Clarabridge 

Sentiment 
Accuracy (Arabic) 

95+ 75+ 75+ 

Sentiment 
Accuracy (English) 

95+ 80+ 85+ 

Arabic Dialects ✓   

Emoji Analysis ✓   

3rabizi Analysis ✓   

Search Twitter for 
Keywords 

Full Search Limited to 
mentions 

Limited to 
mentions 

Competitive 
Analysis 

4 Profiles 1-1 NA 

 

Create your free trial account @ www.naba360.com 

Or email us naba360@naba360.com for more details 

http://www.naba360.com/
mailto:naba360@naba360.com

